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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� First mCIEF-C4D (microfluidic capil-
lary isoelectric focusing with capaci-
tively coupled contactless
conductivity detection).

� A mechanism study and a rational
assay design for the mCIEF-C4D of
protein were performed using nu-
merical simulation.

� mCIEF-C4D assay was experimentally
verified using conductivity and fluo-
rescence protein co-detection.

� Label-free protein detection with
notable performance: 10 nM LOD, up
to 30 mM detection range, and 2.53%
RSD reproducibility.

� Multianalyte protein separation and
detection with resolving power of
0.25 pH unit and 12-min assay time.
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a b s t r a c t

We report capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detection (C4D) of proteins separated by
microfluidic capillary isoelectric focusing (mCIEF). To elucidate the evolution of negative conductivity
peaks during focusing and seek IEF conditions for sensitive conductivity detection, numerical simulation
was performed using a model protein GFP (green fluorescence protein) and hypothetical carrier
ampholytes (CAs). C4D was successfully applied to the mCIEF by optimizing assay conditions using a
simple and effective pressure-mobilization approach. The conductivity and fluorescence signals of a
focused GFP band were co-detected, confirming that the obtained negative C4D peak could be attributed
to the actual protein, not the non-uniform background conductivity profile of the focused CAs. GFP
concentrations of 10 nMe30 mM was quantified with a detection limit of 10 nM. Finally, the resolving
power was analyzed by separating a mixture of R-phycoerythrin (pI 5.01), GFP-F64L (pI 5.48), and RK-GFP
(pI 6.02). The conductivities of the three separated fluorescence proteins were measured with average
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separation resolution of 2.06. We expect the newly developed label-free mCIEF-C4D technique to be
widely adopted as a portable, electronics-only protein-analysis tool.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Isoelectric focusing (IEF) is an electrophoresis method used for
separating and enriching zwitterionic molecules (e.g., proteins and
peptides) based on isoelectric point (pI). With its typically shorter
separation length and smaller channel diameter compared to those
of macroscale IEF, microfluidic IEF (mIEF) allows for reduced sample
and reagent consumption [1,2], shorter analysis time [3], and
smaller power consumption without sacrificing resolving power
[2]. Various IEF methods have been translated into the microfluidic
format, including gel IEF (mGIEF) [4,5], capillary IEF (mCIEF) [6,7],
free-flow IEF (mFFIEF) [8,9], and immobilized pH gradient (mIPG)
[10,11]. Multi-dimensional separation (e.g., subsequent size-based
separation in the 2nd dimension) can also be performed on chip
[4,12,13]. The mIEF has been used for proteomic research [14,15] and
disease-diagnostics applications [16,17]. It is challenging to use
ELISA for protein-isoform analysis since there is no specific anti-
body for protein isoforms [18], but the analysis of prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) isoforms by mIEF can assist prostate cancer diagnosis
[16].

Optical detection is commonly used in mIEF. Fluorescence
detection has been widely used because of high sensitivity. Laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) detection achieved a limit of detection
(LOD) as low as 0.7 nM [19]. However, time-consuming fluores-
cence labeling was required. In addition, fluorescence labeling can
result in both protein heterogeneity [20] and increased hydro-
phobicity [21]. UV detection does not require labeling but exhibits a
limited sensitivity (LOD on the order of ~1 mM) [22]. Both tech-
niques require bulky and complex optical instrumentation, which
may not be amenable to highly portable analytical instruments.

Capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detection (C4D)
relies on simple yet universal conductometry [23,24] for charged
species such as inorganic ions [25] and organic molecules including
amino acids [26], peptides [27], proteins [28], and nucleic acids
[29]. It has been commonly used in conjunctionwith electrokinetic
sepataion methods including zone electrophoresis and iso-
tachophoresis. Analytes in the background electrolyte are capaci-
tively coupled with electrodes, contacting the outer surface of a
microfluidic channel. Without direct electrolyte contact, unwanted
side reactions such as electrolysis [30] and interference from high
separation voltage are precluded [31]. Moreover, compared to
“contact” conductivity methods, the microfabrication process is
simpler as the electrodes are not required to be placed inside a
microchannel [32]. Thus electronics-based C4D may be better
suited for miniaturized analytical systems compared to optical
detection methods. Portable analytical instruments based on C4D
have undergone significant development recently [33,34]. A major
drawback of the C4D method may be the high LOD inherent to
weak capacitive coupling (~10�13 F) [35] through a thick dielectric
layer [36]. Significant efforts have been devoted to improving the
LOD including maximizing coupling capacitance [37] and combi-
nation with enrichment techniques [38,39].

Herein, we seek to combine the convenience of C4D and the
performance of microfluidic-format capillary IEF (mCIEF) offering
advantages of sensitivity, resolution, and throughput [40]. Despite a
large body of the literature on C4D combined with microchip
electrophoresis, to the best of our knowledge, the application of C4D
in mCIEF has not been reported [41,42]. The focusing (i.e., enrich-
ment) capabilities of mCIEF seem appropriate for C4D to improve
the inferior LOD. However, as the charge and mobility of a focused
protein decrease significantly while migrating toward its pI, so does
the conductivity. For the same reason, the conductivity of carrier
ampholytes (CAs) also significantly decreases [43]. Therefore, the
detection of a protein conductivity peak can be quite challenging.
Moreover, the conductivity profiles of focused CAs are not generally
uniform [44] and have shown peak-like features irrelevant to
focused analytes [45], further hindering distinct peak detection.
Therefore, we performed numerical simulation for IEF using a
model protein GFP (green fluorescence protein) and hypothetical
CAs to determine the spatial and temporal distributions of all
species and the associated conductivity. The simulation results help
elucidate the evolution of protein conductivity peaks and examine
the feasibility of conductivity detection of a focused protein. Re-
lationships between conductivity and major protein physico-
chemical parameters including mobility, charge, and concentration
were examined to find conditions suitable for sensitive conduc-
tivity detection.

C4D detection often relies on single-point detection, necessi-
tating a mobilization step. Hydraulic or pressure mobilization [46]
is initiated by applying a positive or negative pressure, and constant
flow rate yields a linear relationship between the retention time
and analyte pI [47]. Chemical mobilization [48] can be achieved by
disrupting the pH gradient, for example by replacing the catholyte
with an acid or the anolyte with a base [49]. Chemical mobilization
may provide better resolution [1] but mobilizing ions (i.e., Naþ) can
disturb the conductivity of the separation medium [48], posing a
challenge for the conductivity detection of focused proteins.
Herein, we developed a simple and effective pressure mobilization
method by aspiring a small portion of the catholyte solution,
creating a hydrostatic pressure difference between the anolyte and
catholyte reservoirs. Meanwhile, the electric field was increased to
minimize band dispersion [50]. As CA species in a high pH range are
mixed with the catholyte solution during pressure mobilization,
the stability of the gradient was experimentally examined.

Because of the aforementioned analytical challenges, the mCIEF-
C4D assay was tested by co-detecting GFP using C4D and fluores-
cence imaging. Assay performance was thoroughly characterized,
and multi-species protein determination was demonstrated along
with resolving capability. Finally, the performance of C4D was
compared with that of fluorescence detection.
2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals and reagents

All chemicals were of reagent grade. Solutions were prepared
using 18.2 MU,cm deionized water (Young In Chromass, Anyang,
South Korea). Carrier ampholytes (Pharmalytes pH 4e6.5, product
number #P1772), 2-hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC; molecular mass
~90 kDa, #434965, 0.15 Pa s at 5% m/m in water), 3-[(3-chol-
amidopropyl) dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate hydrate
(CHAPS; #C9426), fluorescent IEF markers pI 4.0 (#89827), 6.2
(#17958), 6.6 (#73376), and phosphoric acid (H3PO4; #1610761,
70 mM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
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Sodium hydroxide (NaOH; #7574-3700, 0.1 M) was obtained from
Daejung Chemicals and Metals (Siheung, South Korea). Two vari-
ants of aequorea victoria green fluorescent protein (avGFP) were
used for the mCIEF-C4D assay. An avGFP-F64L mutant produced in
the lab was used for the mCIEF-C4D confirmation experiment and
assay-performance characterization. RK-GFP with high pI (6.02)
was designed by adding basic amino acids (RKRKR) to the C-ter-
minal end and a six-histidine tag to the N-terminal end of avGFP.
Fluorescence protein R-phycoerythrin (R-PE; ~240 kDa, #P801) was
obtained from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR, USA). RK-GFP and R-
PE were used for multispecies-detection assessment. The detailed
description of GFP expression is provided in Section S.1, Supple-
mentary Data (S.D.).

2.2. Microfluidic chip

A cyclic-olefin-copolymer (COC) chip in a microscope-slide
format (72 mm � 28 mm) containing eight replicates of a straight
channel (100 mm � 100 mm � 18 mm) and two terminal reservoirs
was purchased from Microfluidic ChipShop (#01-0181-0157-02,
Jena, Germany). The chip was chosen because of its exceptionally
thin cover lid (140 mm) for effective capacitive coupling and ample
reservoir volume (60 mL) for easy pressure mobilization. The chip
was diced to yield eight replicate devices using a CO2-laser cutter
(Mini 18, Epilog Laser, Golden, CO, USA) with the following cutting
parameters: speed, 2%; power, 6%; and frequency, 5000 Hz.

2.3. Instrumentation and data acquisition

A C4D detector (ER225) was used with a C4D headstage (ET121)
and chromatography software (PowerChrom), all from eDAQ
(Denistone, Australia). The headstage contained two antiparallel
[51] gold-coated copper-strip electrodes (1 mm � 4 mm each,
separated by 0.5 mm) placed perpendicular to the microchannel.
For effective capacitive coupling, the microfluidic chip was tightly
pressed to the electrodes using a custom-made Plexiglas clamp. An
excitation signal for C4D detection was determined for the
maximum signal-to-noise ratio using the PowerChrom software
and a test solution (2% (v/v) CA, 4% (m/v) HEC, and 5% (m/v)
CHAPS): amplitude 200 V and frequency 300 kHz. A separation
voltage for IEF was applied using a pair of platinum-wire electrodes
(Nilaco, Tokyo, Japan) connected to a high-voltage sequencer
HVS448LC (LabSmith, Livermore, CA, USA). Protein migration dur-
ing the separation and mobilization steps was observed using an
epi-fluorescence upright microscope BX50 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan)
equipped with a Peltier-cooled CCD camera CoolSNAP HQ2 (Pho-
tometrics, Tucson, AZ, USA) and an automated LED light source
(pE300ultra, CoolLED, River Way, Andover, UK). The images were
collected and stitched, if necessary, using MetaMorph software
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Image capture was ach-
ieved with a 4 � objective lens (UPlanFLN, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan),
4 � 4 binning, 100-ms exposure time, and 1 � amplifier gain. The
image was background-subtracted (50-pixel rolling-ball radius)
and analyzed using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) to obtain the
electropherograms. Peak properties, including position, width,
height, and area, were obtained using the Peak Analyzer tool in
OriginPro 2018 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA, USA).

2.4. Optimization of the mobilization conditions

The mobilization conditions for the mCIEF-C4D assay were
optimized using fluorescence imaging to minimize peak broad-
ening for high separation resolution and maximize mobilization
speed for rapid C4D measurement. This included optimization of
separation-medium viscosity (i.e., HEC concentration). GFP (10 mM)
was added in a separationmedium consisting of 2% (v/v) CA, 5% (m/
v) CHAPS, and 3e5% HEC. Before IEF, the microchannel was thor-
oughly cleaned using 0.1 M NaOH for 10 min and subsequently
rinsed with DI water for 10 min. To minimize electroosmotic flow
(EOF) and prevent non-specific protein adsorption on the COC
surface, HEC was chosen as a dynamic coating agent [52]. The
separation mediumwas loaded into the channel. Subsequently, the
anolyte reservoir was filled with 35 mM H3PO4 (pH 1.74) þ 2% HEC,
while the catholyte reservoir was filled with 35 mM sodium hy-
droxide (pH 12.43) þ 2% HEC. An electric field of 55.6 V/cm was
applied for focusing. After focusing, the GFP band was mobilized in
the cathode direction by removing 10-mL catholyte from the cath-
ode reservoir using a micropipette. Because the reservoir can hold
60 mL, only 10 mL was removed to ensure sufficient catholyte
remained to maintain a stable pH, as the high-pH end is especially
prone to carbonate contamination and pH shift [53]. The height
difference between the anolyte and catholyte levels was 1.20 mm
after removing 10 mL, which generated the velocity of mobilized
protein band determined to be ~0.375 mm/min. Migration images
of the GFP band were captured at 30-s intervals for 4 min. The peak
width was measured to determine peak broadening at different
HEC concentrations. The peak-migration speed was also measured
using peak-location changes during the given mobilization time.

2.5. Study of pH-gradient stability

The stability of the pH gradient during pressure mobilization
was studied using fluorescence imaging. The “standard separation
medium” consisted of 2% CA, 4% HEC, and 5% CHAPS. The pImarkers
(pI values of 4.0 and 6.2; 0.05 mg/mL each) were added to the
medium. The experimental process and image capture condition
were the same as the optimization step of the mobilization con-
ditions (Section 2.4). The position of the pI marker bands at
different times was determined using OriginPro. The slope of the
pH gradient indicated by the two pI markers was determined as a
function of time to characterize the temporal stability of the pH
gradient.

2.6. Determination of protein pI values

The pI values of the fluorescence proteins were determined
using the mCIEF assay and fluorescence imaging. RK-GFP (1 mM),
GFP-F64L (1 mM), and R-PE (500 nM) were added to the same
separation medium. The separation electric field was identical. A
linear pH gradient between 4.0 and 6.6 was obtained based on the
location of the two pI markers, and the protein pI values were
determined using the pH gradient.

2.7. mCIEF-C4D assay procedures

The mCIEF-C4D assay procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1, which is
similar to the optimization step of the mobilization conditions
(Section 2.4). Step 1: proteins are added to the separation medium.
The medium was subsequently loaded into the microchannel pre-
coated with HEC. The reservoirs were filled with catholyte and
anolyte solutions. The C4D detector was turned on at least ~60 min
before running IEF to stabilize the baseline signal; Step 2: an
electric field (55.6 V/cm) was applied to establish a pH gradient and
focus the loaded proteins at their pIs; Step 3: once the proteins
were focused, as confirmed by fluorescence imaging, the electric
field was increased to 83.3 V/cm to minimize dispersion, and the
proteins were pressure-mobilized to the detection point (i.e., C4D
electrodes) by removing 10 mL of the catholyte. The conductivity
data and fluorescence signals of the mobilized proteins were
measured concurrently. Both data were analyzed using ImageJ and



Fig. 1. The mCIEF-C4D assay procedure. Step 1: loading of catholyte and anolyte solutions, and the standard separation medium containing proteins after surface treatment of the
microchannel; Step 2: isoelectric separation and focusing of the proteins by applying an electric field; and Step 3: mobilization to the detection point using hydrostatic pressure
differences and subsequent C4D detection. Protein separation and mobilization were monitored using a fluorescence microscope to confirm the protein C4D signal and facilitate the
assay.
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OriginPro for mCIEF-C4D assay confirmation. The conductivity data
were used for protein quantitation and multi-analyte detection,
while the fluorescence imaging was used to validate the mCIEF-C4D
assay and assist the assay procedure.

2.8. Quantitative and multi-analyte detection for mCIEF-C4D

To investigate the detection range and LOD of the developed
assay, GFP-F64L ranging from 10 nM to 35 mM in the same standard
separation medium was focused, and the resulting conductivity
was measured. The obtained conductivity signals were imported to
OriginPro to determine the peak heights. The interpolation method
with a spline curve (3rd order polynomials) in OriginPro was used
for baseline correction. For multiple-protein analysis, a mixture of
fluorescent proteins RK-GFP, GFP-F64L, and R-PE was separated and
detected using our mCIEF-C4D assay. The separation resolution (Rs)
between peaks was calculated using the following formula [3]:
Rs ¼ 2(x2 � x1)/(w2 þ w1), where x1 and x2 are the locations and w1
andw2 are the widths of the two peaks. Based on the determined pI
values and Rs between the protein C4D signals, the IEF resolution
(DpH) of the mCIEF-C4D assay was estimated. Further details
regarding the resolution calculation are provided in Section S.8 of
the S.D.

2.9. Numerical simulation of IEF

Dynamic IEF simulations were conducted using open-source
electrophoresis-simulation software Simul5 written by Gas et al.
[54]. Simulation parameters including channel dimension, buffers,
analytes, time steps, and mesh size were chosen to mimic the
experimental conditions as closely as possible. A channel dimen-
sion of 18-mm length and 50-mmdiameter was used for simulation.
The cross-sectional area of the catholyte and anolyte reservoirs was
100 times larger than that of the channel to account for the
significantly larger reservoir volumes (60 mL), compared to that of
the channel (0.18 mL). The channel was divided into 3000 segments
of equal length, and the time step for simulation was automatically
adjusted by the software (~15 ms at the final time step). A sepa-
ration electric field of 55.6 V/cm was used. Hypothetical diprotic
CAs (total of 31 species) of concentration of 0.516 mM covered the
pH range 4e7. The pH range was 0.5 pH units broader than that of
the actual CAs (i.e., pH 4e6.5) to minimize distortion of the con-
ductivity peaks of the target proteins near pI ¼ 5.94, which was
caused by non-uniform conductivity profile at the alkaline end of
the pH range. The CA pI values uniformly span the given pH range
with DpI ¼ 0.1. For all CAs, DpK was 1, and electrophoretic mobility
was 30 � 10�9 m2/V,s [55]. The anolyte and catholyte were
35 mM H3PO4 and 35 mM NaOH, respectively. For the model pro-
tein GFP, the amino-acid sequence of avGFP (Section S.3.2) and base
mobility (i.e., singly-charged state) of 1.96 � 10�9 m2/V,s were
used. The molecular mass and pI of avGFP used in simulations and
the F64L variant used in experiments are almost identical (<0.1%
difference in pI and <0.01% difference in molecular mass, see Sec-
tion S.1). Simul5 automatically calculates mobility at different pH
values using a user-defined formula so that GFP, situated farther
from its pI in a pH gradient, has a higher charge and consequently
larger mobility. The S.D. (Section S.3) provides further details
regarding all simulation parameters. The mechanisms underlying
the generation of a notable negative conductivity peak from protein
focusing were studied, and a first-degree idea to improve the
detection sensitivity was proposed from the simulation outputs,
namely the spatial and temporal distributions of (1) CAs, proteins,
catholyte, and anolyte; (2) pH; (3) electric field; (4) conductivity;
and (5) current.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Numerical simulation results and interpretation

The numerical simulation was performed to understand the
mechanisms of conductivity-peak evolution and propose a first-
degree solution for improving detection sensitivity. The spatial
and temporal distribution of CAs and pH are shown in Fig. 2a and b,
respectively. The time-dependent focusing of GFP and the evolution



Fig. 2. IEF simulation results in a microfluidic channel using Simul5 software at 100, 200, 1000, and 3000 s after the onset. (a) 31 CA constituents for the pH 4e7 range (the CA
concentration profiles are colored for differentiation). (b) Spatial distribution of pH 4e7. (c) Concentration profile of GFP. Two peaks from both ends (red arrows) of the initially-
dispersed GFP migrate toward its pI and merge into a single peak (blue color). The focusing position of the GFP (pI ¼ ~5.94) was observed at 15.947 mm. (d) Conductivity profile.
Negative conductivity peaks (red arrow) coinciding with the two GFP peaks eventually merged into a single negative peak (blue arrow). (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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of its conductivity profile are shown in Fig. 2c and d, respectively. At
the onset of the simulation (t ¼ 0 min), the CA concentrations
(Fig. 2a) and GFP concentration (Fig. 2c) were uniform (0.5162 mM
for the CAs and 10 mM for GFP) throughout the microchannel along
with the conductivity (30.26 mS/cm, Fig. 2d). However, in the
anolyte- and catholyte-reservoir regions, the conductivity was
much higher (not shown). A sigmoid-like smooth transition of all
species from the reservoirs to the microchannel was used (not
shown) as the initial condition to improve the convergence of the
numerical simulation.
Two peaks (red arrows) were formed at the two ends of the
initially dispersed GFP (Fig. 2c). The GFP stacks because effective
mobility progressively reduces as it approaches its pI point. The two
peaks were finally merged into a single, enriched peak at its pI of
5.94 (blue arrow, t ¼ 1000 s). The final GFP concentration was
4.13 mM, representing an enrichment factor of 413 times from the
initial concentration (blue arrow, t ¼ 3000 s). Two negative con-
ductivity peaks (red arrow) appeared at ~100 s. While migrating
toward the pI, the two negative conductivity peaks tracked the
corresponding GFP peaks and merged into a single peak (blue
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arrows, t ¼ 1000 and 3000 s), indicating that the focused protein
yielded an appreciable conductivity peak (peak height ¼ 0.797 mS/
m, t ¼ 3000 s).

To elucidate the evolution of the negative conductivity peak, the
concentration profiles of GFP and neighboring CAs were examined,
along with the conductivity around the GFP pIwithout GFP (Fig. 3a
and c) and with GFP (Fig. 3b and d). Without GFP, the CAs near the
pI showed symmetric trapezoidal shapes featuring Gaussian legs.
However, when GFP was focused, the concentrations of CA 20 and
21 were reduced in the order of those closest to the GFP peak. The
CA profiles became asymmetric, tilting toward GFP (observed more
clearly in Fig. 3d). The major cause for this distortion was that the
CAs were “replaced” disproportionally by the focused GFP to
maintain electroneutrality (Eq. S-8, S.D.) and constant-current
conditions. GFP, which consists of 238 amino acid residues, is
significantly larger and has a higher number of ionizable micro-
forms than the CAs used in the simulation (maximum valence
pi ¼ 37, ni ¼ �46 vs. pi ¼ 1, ni ¼ �1) [56]. Therefore, the charge
number per molecule (i.e., net charge concentration divided by
analytical concentration, see Eq. S-13) of GFP should bemuch larger
than those of the CAs. In contrast, the CAs have much higher base
mobility (i.e., |z| ¼ 1.30 � 10�9 vs. 1.96 � 10�9 m2/V,s). Therefore,
the effective mobility [56] of the CAs is much higher than that of
GFP.

As the current is equal everywhere in the microchannel, the
electric field should increase to compensate for the low effective
mobility of GFP around its pI. Simultaneously, the CAs are reduced
disproportionally (i.e., expelled) to compensate for the rapidly
increasing local charge resulting from the focused GFP. The reduction
of the CAs occurred by locally increasing electrophoretic velocity,
induced by the increased electric field. In this manner, the concen-
trations of both GFP and CAs are adjusted to maintain electro-
neutrality and constant-current conditions. Consequently, the local
conductivity, a combined contribution of GFP and CAs, reduces as the
Fig. 3. Distributions of conductivity, CAs, and GFP around the GFP pI at 3000 s. (a) Withou
Gaussian legs. (b) In the presence of GFP, distortion of the concentration profiles of CA 20 and
charge-carrying) disproportionally to maintain charge neutrality and constant-current cond
peak. (c) Magnified view of (a). (d) Magnification of (b) near the GFP pI (distortion of the CA-
mm from the GFP pI.
charge-carrying capability (i.e., charge � mobility � concentration)
of GFP is lower. This reduced local conductivity manifests as “nega-
tive peaks” in Fig. 2d. The disproportional reduction in the CA con-
centrations was further investigated by examining the CAs near the
GFP pI. In Fig. 3c, without GFP (0 mM) at ~3000 s, concentrations of
CA 20 and 21 were 14.247 mM (red arrow) and 1.445 mM (blue ar-
row), respectively, while the conductivity was 17.725mS/m,�52 mm
from the GFP peak center (dotted vertical line). In the presence of
focused GFP (4.134 mM), the concentrations of CA 20 and 21 were
reduced to 12.148 mM (�14.7%, red arrow) and 1.123 mM (�22.3%,
blue arrow) in Fig. 3d. The conductivity was reduced to 16.36 mS/m
(�7.73%) because of the increased GFP concentration (low charge-
carrying capability) and decreased CA concentrations (high charge-
carrying capability). The charge numbers per molecule (Eq. S-13)
for the CA 20, 21, and GFP were �0.0211, 0.0629 and �0.1296,
respectively. Considering that the GFP is close to its pI (only 52 mm
away), the charge number per molecule was significant, causing the
disproportional CA replacement.

The physicochemical properties of the protein and their impacts
on the height of the negative conductivity peaks were also inves-
tigated. Based on the peak-evolution mechanism, it was hypothe-
sized that higher concentrations, lower mobility, and higher
charges should increase the peak height assuming the other con-
ditions are fixed (e.g., CA species, CA concentration, and electric
field). To test this hypothesis, numerical simulations were per-
formed using various GFP concentration, mobility, and charge
conditions (see Section S.3.4 in the S.D. for further details). As
shown in Fig. 4, the peak height, which corresponds to analytical
sensitivity, was enhanced with higher concentrations (also shown
experimentally in Section 3.4), smaller base mobility (i.e., larger
molecularmass), and higher charge (i.e., more ionizable amino-acid
residues). This may represent a new approach for improving the
analytical sensitivity of protein C4D detection.
t GFP, the CAs are distributed uniformly with symmetric trapezoidal shapes featuring
21 was observed, tilting toward the GFP peak. The focused GFP replaces the CAs (better
itions, eventually lowering the local conductivity and yielding a negative conductivity
peak shapes can be more clearly observed here). Both dotted vertical lines denotes �52



Fig. 4. Effects of three physicochemical properties of GFP on the height of negative
conductivity peaks. (a) Simulation repeated with varying GFP concentrations (1, 2, 5,
10, 20, and 40 mM). The intensity of the negative conductivity peak increased with
increasing concentration. (b) Simulation performed using reduced base mobility of
protein (0.98, 0.49, 0.25, and 0.125 � 10�9 m2/V,s). The conductivity peak height
increased with decreasing protein mobility. (c) Simulation performed using different
numbers of ionizable residues, which were reduced to a half, a third, and a quarter of
that of the avGFP. The conductivity-peak height decreased with decreasing protein
charge.

Fig. 5. Stability test of pH gradient during mobilization. (a) Separation montage of
fluorescent pI markers at different time points after initiation of pressure mobilization.
The fluorescent images were taken every 30 s. IEF conditions: standard separation
medium of 2% CA þ 4% HEC þ5% CHAPS with 0.05-mg/mL fluorescent pI markers (pI
4.0 and 6.2), catholyte solution of 35 mM NaOH þ 2% HEC, anolyte solution of
35 mM H3PO4 þ 2% HEC, and separation electric field of 55.6 V/cm. (b) Time-sequence
plot of the pH gradient obtained based on the location of the two pI markers. The pH-
gradient slope was stable during mobilization (RSD ¼ 0.8%).
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3.2. Optimization of the mobilization conditions and study of pH-
gradient stability

Slow pressure mobilization may prolong analysis time, while
rapid mobilization may degrade separation resolution due to
Taylor-Aris dispersion [50]. Therefore, the pressure mobilization
conditions were experimentally optimized. As described in Section
2.4, 10 mL of the catholyte solutionwas removed for mobilization to
ensure sufficient catholyte remained to stabilize pH, especially at
the alkaline end. A 4% HEC concentration was chosen for all ex-
periments because if a lower concentration (i.e., 3%) was used,
significant peak broadeningwas observed (35.58%wider, compared
to that obtained with 4% HEC), which is undesirable due to reduced
sensitivity and resolution. In contrast, a higher HEC concentration
(i.e., 5%) retarded mobilization speed by a factor of 2.67 compared
to that achieved with 4% HEC. Pipetting out 10 mL of the catholyte
and having 4% HEC in the separation medium were the optimal
conditions for assay performance.

The focused CA species at the high pH region (pH 6.2e6.5)
entered the cathode reservoir after mobilization and was mixed
with the alkaline catholyte (pH 12.43). The loss of the high pH
region may perturb the pH gradient during mobilization, which
could affect the separation resolution of the focused protein bands.
Therefore, a stability study of the pH gradient was essential. Pres-
sure mobilization was performed using the optimized conditions,
as described above. Fig. 5a shows the separation montage of
mobilized pI markers at different time points. The pI-marker po-
sitions and estimated pH gradient are shown in Fig. 5b. The slope of
the pH gradient remained practically constant during the investi-
gated time (4 min) with a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 0.8%.
In addition, the pI-marker bands were not further dispersed during
migration. From these results, it can be concluded that the pH
gradient was sufficiently stable to allow the mCIEF-C4D assay under
the optimized pressure-mobilization conditions.

3.3. Confirmation of the mCIEF-C4D assay

We first tested CAs of a wide pH range (i.e., Pharmalyte pH 3e10)
which worked well for previous protein focusing. However,
combining the C4D with the mCIEF was immensely challenging; un-
identifiable “ghost” conductivity peaks that did not originate from
proteins were consistently observed because the peaks were not
detected by fluorescence. Moreover, the conductivity peaks were
sometimes overshadowed by significant baseline drift. The ghost
peaks and baseline drift were likely due to parabolic-shaped, non-
uniform background conductivity profile of the focused CAs, as pre-
viously reported [44]. For example, Pharmalytes (pH 3e10) yielded a
parabolic-shaped conductivityprofile,withminima at approximately
pH 5.5e6.5 [44]. The origin of the non-uniform conductivity is
somewhat unclear but is likely caused by the lack of appropriate pK
values of the polyamine in this region [57]. Interestingly, CAs with a
narrowpHrange, for instance, AmpholinepH3e6 (LKBProdukterAB,
Bromma, Sweden) showed a relatively uniform conductivity profile
[58]. Herein, Pharmalyte pH 4e6.5 yielded better results with fewer
ghost peaks and significantly less baseline drift. Therefore, this
Pharmalyte mixture was used in all experiments.

Todetermine if theC4Dsignaloriginated fromtheprotein andwas
not a ghost peak, GFP focused using Pharmalyte pH 4e6.5 was co-
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detected with fluorescence imaging. GFP was chosen as a model
protein because it can be observed via conductivity and fluorescent
signals without fluorescence labeling. As shown in Fig. 6, both C4D
andfluorescencepeakswere concurrentlydetectedwhile the focused
GFP band passed the gap of the C4D-electrode pair (i.e., detection
point). Entering (3.0 min) and leaving (7.0 min) the electrode gap
were fluorescently captured (Fig. 6a). The obtained C4D and fluores-
cence signals of the 10-mM GFP-F64L variant were co-plotted in
Fig. 6b. The rise and fall of the positive fluorescence peak coincided
with the fall and rise of the negative conductivity peak, respectively.
This confirmed that the detected conductivity peak could be attrib-
uted to the actual GFP band and was not a ghost peak.
3.4. Quantitation of GFP using the mCIEF-C4D assay

After the mCIEF-C4D was confirmed using fluorescence co-
detection, quantitative measurement of GFP was performed (i.e.,
F64L variant). Representative conductometric electropherograms
for a blank solution (broken line) and 30 mM GFP (solid line) are
shown in Fig. 7a. Because of the non-flat conductivity profile of the
focused CAs, baseline drift was observed. However, the drift was 8.6
times less (22.92 mV/min, n ¼ 5) compared to that obtained with
Pharmalyte pH 3e10 cases (197.77 mV/min, n ¼ 5) and an apparent
negative conductivity peak (57.98 mV) was obtained after the
baseline correction.

GFP over a wide concentration range (10 nMe35 mM) was
focused, mobilized, and detected using our mCIEF-C4D assay. Fig. 7b
shows the conductivity curves obtained at different concentrations
after baseline correction. The shapes of the conductivity peakswere
not Gaussian at low concentrations (10 nMe2 mM) because two
closely-spaced GFP isoforms (a major peak and a minor peak
observed in fluorescence images) were merged and not resolved
due to dispersion during pressure mobilization. It should be noted
Fig. 6. Confirmation of mCIEF-C4D protein detection. (a) Migration montage of a GFP
band over the C4D-electrode gap obtained every 30 s for 4 min after mobilization. The
GFP concentrationwas 10 mM. Other IEF conditions were identical to those described in
Fig. 5. (b) Conductivity and fluorescence signals simultaneously measured at the C4D
electrode gap. The negative conductivity peak and positive fluorescence peak coin-
cided. C4D conditions: excitation frequency ¼ 300 kHz; excitation voltage ¼ 200 V;
and headstage gain on for boosting the conductivity signal.
that the mobilization direction of 1-mM GFP was reversed, and the
major peak appeared first. At high concentrations (>2 mM), the peak
shape became Gaussian as the minor peak was overwhelmed by
the major peak. The peak height increased until a GFP concentra-
tion of 30 mM. The conductivity signal for 35-mM GFP was smaller
than that of 30-mM GFP (i.e., 13.61 vs. 57.98 mV). The reduction of
conductivity was likely due to protein precipitation we observed
(Fig. S10, S.D.). Initially, 4% CHAPS was used for all experiments, but
precipitation was observed at 30-mM GFP. Therefore, the CHAPS
concentration was increased to 5% to solubilize the focused 30-mM
GFP. However, precipitation still occurred for 35 mM GFP even at
this high CHAPS concentration.

A calibration curve was generated using a logistic curve
(R2 ¼ 0.989), as presented in Fig. 7c. Peak height was used for
quantitation of IEF-focused proteins, and the relation between the
peak height and protein concentration showed a similar response
as observed in the literature [59]. The peak height of a focused
protein is expected to be proportional to concentration but
inversely proportional to the cube of peak width, as described by
Eq. (6) in Ref. (46). As the focused GFP reduces CAs around its pI, the
local pH gradient formed by the CAs is established such that the
gradient slope is lower at higher GFP concentrations (as confirmed
by our simulation). Therefore, the GFP peak disperses more at
higher GFP concentrations as electromigration toward the peak
center weakens, which may cause increased peak width. This is
likely the origin of the deviation from a linear response at higher
concentrations and consequently the reason underlying the “lo-
gistic” calibration curve. The LOD was determined to be 10 nM
(signal-to-noise ratio ¼ 3) using the peak height and standard de-
viation of noise measured at the C4D-signal baseline (25 data
points). Optical (UV and fluorescence) detection for mCIEF yielded a
LOD of 0.7e1.8 nM [19,60]. Our fluorescence detection estimated
the LOD to be ~0.3 nM (see Section S.6 in the S.D. for further details).
In contrast, the LOD of a typical C4D detection for zone electro-
phoresis is 35e141 nM [61]. Therefore, the 10-nM LOD of our MIF-
C4D is remarkable. Moreover, as a label-free detection technique,
complicated and tedious fluorescence labeling, which can increase
protein heterogeneity and hydrophobicity, is not required. When
combining the enrichment capability of IEF and optimized C4D
conditions, clinically relevant protein concentrations can be
measured (e.g., total PSA concentration is 27.8 nM in metastatic
prostate cancer diagnoses [16]). The reproducibility of the C4D
measurement was also determined using 100 nM GFP, and the RSD
of the peak height was excellent (2.53%; see Section S.7 in the S.D.
for further details).

3.5. Multiple protein analysis

Multiple resolved analytes have been detected using mCIEF
[1,62]. The separation resolution (Rs) of IEF is expressed as DpH, the
minimum-resolvable pH difference between two neighboring
proteins [2]. A previously reported separation resolution for mCIEF
with fluorescence detection was as good as 0.10 pH units [3]. The
separation resolution of optical detection is limited by the pixel size
of an image sensor [63] (e.g., on the order of a few mm for a scientific
CCD sensor [64]) or pinhole size [65] (e.g., on the order of ~50 mm
for PMT detection [64]). For conductometric detection, the gap
between an electrode pair will ultimately limit the separation
resolution. The gap between the C4D electrodes is relatively large
(0.5e2.5 mm) [31] to minimize parasitic coupling between the two
electrodes [66]. A large gap would deteriorate separation resolu-
tion. Many electrophoresis techniques have been combined with
single-point detection so mobilization is inevitable for detection
and causes band dispersion (e.g., Taylor-Aris dispersion). Conse-
quently, achieving a high Rs value in mCIEF-C4D methods can be



Fig. 7. Quantitation of GFP using our mCIEF-C4D assay. (a) Electropherogram for a blank separation medium (0 mM GFP, broken line) and the same medium containing 30 mM GFP
(solid line). A clear negative peak of 57.98 mV was observed. The IEF and C4D conditions were identical to those shown in Fig. 6 (b) Conductivity peaks detected at different GFP
concentrations after the baseline correction. Based on a signal-to-noise ratio of 3, the LOD was estimated to be 10 nM. (c) Calibration curve for the C4D signal (peak height) as a
function of GFP concentration obtained using a logistic function (R2 ¼ 0.989) with a detection range of 10 nMe30 mM.
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challenging. Therefore, the separation capability of the mCIEF-C4D
method was examined using multiple fluorescent proteins (Fig. 8).

The fluorescence proteins RK-GFP, GFP-F64L, and R-PE were
Fig 8. mCIEF-C4D detection of multiple proteins. (a) Separation image of the fluores-
cence proteins, RK-GFP (1.2 mM), GFP-F64L (1 mM), and R-PE (0.1 mM) taken after
isoelectric focusing for pI determination. (b) Migration of the three proteins in the
following order: RK-GFP (5 mM), GFP-F64L (5 mM), and R-PE (1 mM) over the C4D
electrode. (c) Corresponding electropherograms for three consecutive runs. The sep-
aration medium and IEF conditions were identical to those described in Fig. 7.
chosen as they have similar pI values. Themeasured pI values of RK-
GFP, GFP-F64L, and R-PE were 6.02, 5.48, and 5.01, respectively
(Fig. 8a). For fluorescence imaging, the Rs between RK-GFP and GFP-
F64L was 3.59, while it was 4.55 between GFP-F64L and R-PE. For
C4D detection, a mixture of RK-GFP (5 mM), GFP-F64L (5 mM), and R-
PE (1 mM) was used (Fig. 8b). After the proteins were separated and
focused (~4 min), all the focused-protein bands were pressure-
mobilized in the cathode direction. As the three protein bands
passed the electrode gap (i.e., between the two red lines in Fig. 8b),
the fluorescence and conductivity signals were concurrently
recorded. Conductometric electropherograms for GFP-F64L, RK-
GFP, and R-PE are shown from three consecutive runs (Fig. 8c). Our
mCIEF-C4D assay separated and detected multiple proteins. The
average Rs between the RK-GFP and GFP-F64L was 2.07, equivalent
to a DpH of 0.47. The average Rs between GFP-F64L and R-PE was
2.06, equivalent a DpH of 0.54. Thus, two different proteins or
isoforms with a minimum pI difference of 0.25 pH units can be
resolved (see Section S.8 in the S.D. for detailed calculations). This
result is remarkable considering the broad C4D-electrode gap
(0.5 mm) and dispersion during pressure mobilization. Currently,
further optimization of the experimental conditions are ongoing to
maximize Rs, namely the type and concentration of polymer solu-
tion (e.g., HEC), electric field during mobilization, and amount of
aspired catholyte. Adopting a shorter electrode gap while reducing
parasitic coupling using a Faraday shield may also improve the Rs
[28].
4. Conclusions

We noticed the potential of a highly portable mCIEF system and
the benefits of electronics-only, universal, and contactless con-
ductivity detection. Therefore. C4D was applied in mCIEF for a
potentially portable analytical system. For the rational design of the
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mCIEF-C4D assay, the fundamental mechanism of the evolution of
the negative conductivity peak of a focused protein was elucidated
using numerical simulations.

We successfully demonstrated the feasibility of the newly devel-
oped mCIEF-C4Dassay for “label-free” protein analysis by overcoming
diverse analytical challenges. Regardless of the non-uniform back-
ground conductivity profiles of the focused CAs, we confirmed that
the negative conductivity peak originated from the real, focused GFP
using fluorescence co-detection. GFP was detected over a wide con-
centration range from10 nM to 30 mM. The LODwas surprisingly low
(10 nM) considering that C4D is an indirect (i.e., capacitively coupled)
conductometric method. The LOD for the mCIEF fluorescence detec-
tion is better, on the order of a few hundred pM [19]. However,
complicated and tedious fluorescence labeling is often difficult, and
bulky and power-consuming optical instrumentation is required for
analysis. The mCIEF-C4D assay result formultiple fluorescent proteins
indicates that it can detect proteins with a minimum pI difference of
0.25 pH units. This result is remarkable considering that the gap be-
tween the two C4D electrodes is large (0.5 mm) and pressure-
mobilization induces band dispersion. Additionally, a total analysis
time for all proteins took only ~12 min.

Currently, the IEF simulation is being enhanced by including
additional parameters (i.e., the number and concentration of CAs).
Further optimization of the assay in on-going to improve separa-
tion resolution, expand the workable pH range, and analyze non-
fluorescent proteins of diagnostic significance. We foresee that a
mCIEF-C4D-based, highly portable analysis system could be realized
in the near future.
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